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Short summary
Contemporary theories of practice hold that practices form a plenum and that social affairs transpire in this plenum. They thereby promulgate a flat social ontology according to which everything that composes social entities lies on one level of reality. My talk first contrasts practice analyses of social affairs with prima facie similar ones in ethnomethodology and phenomenology that prioritize local situations. It then explains why a plenum of practices composes a single level. Following this, this flat plenum ontology is clarified through criticisms of two competitors: an alternative flat ontology due to Latour and a multilevel ontology developed by the Dutch Multi-Level Perspective (MLP) on sociotechnical development. The concluding section argues that the contrast fundamental to social analysis is not that between micro and macro, local and global, or activity and structure, but that between small and large. A deflating analysis of the micro-macro contrast that dissolves this contrast into myriads of contingent, unsystematic relations is presented.
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